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resh off the press! May, the last month of the school year! This month, the Nevada State Herald decided to do 
something a little special with a Herald Edition newsletter. We’ve provided a space for Nevada State seniors to 
express their final thoughts about their senior year, provide some advice for next year’s students, and share where 
they’ll be in the fall! Also, as a way to close off the Herald’s first year of publication, each of this year’s members have

reflected on their experiences participating in the Herald’s inaugural staff. Juniors who are moving up within the Herald

ranks give a preview of what new members of Herald can look forward to in the 2022-23 school year. Finally, our Club

Officers have offered their last farewells and words of encouragement for future volumes of NSHS. Thank you to everyone

who has supported us throughout this journey. See you again in Volume III this August!

Farewell, Seniors! -

Pictures

Say Hello to the Herald’s New Club Officers!

Writers: Kayla Roberts, Taylor Ward, Dianna Choumanyvong,

Jade Leanne Supnet

Editor: Dianna Choumanyvong

As the second year of the Nevada State Herald comes to a close, our

Editor-in-Chief and Managing Editor have decided to ask a few

questions to our successors for the 2022-23 school year. Find out

what’s in store for the Herald in the coming year!

Kayla Roberts 2021-22 Editor-in-Chief: As the Herald Officers for

next year, what do you envision changing or improving? What have

you liked so far that you’d like to keep?

Jade Leanne Supnet 2022-2023 Managing Editor: In retrospect to

all work this year, there was a lot to appreciate about the Herald. The

student-run aspect was not entirely evident from a newbie

perspective because of the thorough newsletter processes. We all had

a similar vision to share ideas that could potentially have an impact.

It is a gratifying experience to read everyone’s thoughts and opinions

in NSHS. One could say that it even broadens your social skills with

interviews! I wouldn’t say there isn’t much to improve, but the great

thing about the Herald is that a lot is possible!

Taylor Ward 2021-22 Managing Editor: Next year, you two will be

taking on significant roles in your senior year of high school. How

will you manage the workload? What strategies will you use to

incorporate Herald Pride during the meetings?

Dianna Choummanyvong 2022-2023 Editor-in-Chief: Sadly, I am a

struggling procrastinator who finds it thrilling to speed-run tasks

and assignments. However, I realize how tiring that is, so I’m

working on changing that. So far, I plan to continue using my digital

and physical calendar to keep track of important dates and a physical

checklist to manage my workload. A sure strategy I would like to

include is effective and open communication–creating a comfortable

atmosphere where we can cooperate easily. I’ll want to try making

the meetings feel like a group discussion where agreeing gets easier.

Roberts:  What would you tell someone interested in joining the

Herald?

Supnet: If anyone has any sort of interest in joining the Herald, I’d

say that we encourage any work you bring to the table! It’s great to

see how everyone contributes to the articles, and the newsletter

brings out their personalities. The team's highlights don’t just

include writer positions but also graphic and idea-based roles.

There’s a lot of skill put into our mission, and there’s a lot of room

for you to contribute!

Junior Member

Interviews

Name: Jade Leanne Supnet

Current Role: Graphics Editor

Future Role: Managing Editor

One of the best parts of

my role is assembling

everyone’s articles. Preparing

newsletters allows me to

visualize pieces coming

together like a gallery. If

anyone considers joining us,

I can genuinely say that their

work will always have a

chance to shine in our

articles!

Name: Chloe Grant

Current Role: Writer

Future Role: Writer Supervisor

I’ve been ecstatic ever

since I’ve been able to

express myself creatively at

the Herald. Being able to

write about the diverse topics

we come up with in meetings



Ward: What would be your approach if you had to critique

someone’s idea or writing style?

Choummanyvong: Honestly, I would think about why I’m critiquing

someone’s idea or writing style, particularly the parts I want to

emphasize before saying anything. After reaching a mental

conclusion, I would have the other person explain their perspective

and reasoning before giving my input. After that, I’ll use what I

learned from them to explain my criticisms using their response and

my reasoning. I’m hoping it could be a learning experience where

we’re sharing ideas rather than taking the test-reviewer approach

and pointing out all the “wrong” things.

Roberts: Why did you accept these positions?

Supnet: It didn’t take long to decide to be the Herald’s potential

Managing Editor. At first, I had no idea what they did for the club.

However, by simply listening and realizing its role, I reminisce about

all I’ve done within the team. To my knowledge, being a Managing

Editor seems like a good challenge to improve my documentation

skills. Not only do I envision this as an enjoyable position, but the

benefits of accepting add to my future capabilities.

Farewell, Seniors!

With the 2021-2022 school year coming to a close, this article will be

dedicated to our seniors, who disclose intimate words of wisdom and

discuss their experience with NSHS and the Herald.

Many of our Herald staff are going to local universities like

the University of Nevada, Reno, or the University of Nevada, Las

Vegas. Our editor in chief is no exception. Kayla Roberts, the graphic

editor turned chief, earned four scholarships at UNLV where she will

study graphic design and media. Roberts's dream occupation is to

work in the entertainment industry designing posters and billboards.

No doubt she’ll do wonderful; she and Matthias designed our Herald

logo! When I asked Roberts if she had any regrets, she stated, “The

class of ‘22 and I started NSHS our junior year in the middle of a

pandemic. Everything was over Zoom. Everything. I wish I had

known how transferring to a new school in an online classroom

setting would have been. Aside from my Herald friends, I’m sad to

say I didn’t get the best opportunity to connect with the other seniors

in my class. There are many different classes to take, each with many

different professors to choose from. The chances of being in the same

class with another NSHS student are low. I guess I’m saying that I

wish I had known that you’re by yourself when you take these college

courses. You don’t get that support system of having the same

teachers as your friends, which you would get at a traditional

school.” This is a real experience for many of us, including myself.

Kyrene Marie Concepcion-Moreno, our general manager, is

going to UNR this upcoming fall, majoring in psychology and

minoring in political science. She offers spot-on and straightforward

advice. “Take advantage of the credits NSHS pays for. I know it's

popular to want to have an easy senior year, but if you’re going to

university, get as many credits as you can while they're free. College

is EXPENSIVE.”

This fall, Baylie Bybee, our editor supervisor, will be

attending Brigham Young University, also known as BYU, to become

a speech pathologist. As for advice, Bybee emphasized the

importance of using Google Calendar.“Follow a realistic schedule so

you have something to fall back on when you feel unmotivated. Do

tasks in advance instead of procrastinating. I would advise you to

talk to your college’s guidance counselor and be aware of degree

application deadlines.”

Matthias Lundberg, our layout editor supervisor, will be

attending UNR for geology, pursuing paleontology. I asked Lundberg

if they would ever recommend Nevada State High School to anyone,

and they responded, “I recommend NSHS to anyone who feels that

has really helped me grow as

a writer. I can’t wait to see

what we come up with next

year!

Name: Dianna

Choummanyvong

Current Role: Editor

Future Role: Editor-in-Chief

It has been a blast

working alongside every

Herald member this year! I

enjoyed being an editor and

working with Writers to

publish tight-knit articles.

And I'm even more attached

to the Herald as I take on

next year's Editor-in-Chief

position; hopefully, it'll be a

positive and unforgettable

experience.

Name: Blen Teka

Current Role: Editor

Future Role: Editor

I love working for the

Herald. I feel like I have been

able to not only get to know

people more through the

stories they have written but

also better their deviery. I



Follow us on Instagram!

@nevada_state_herald

high school is way too easy. I think it's important for students to take

classes that they find genuinely challenging.”

Although deciding between two schools, Lukas Hu, our

writer supervisor, says his program of choice will be cybersecurity or

programming. Hu shared some heartwarming and candid advice:

“I’ve really enjoyed my time here with the Herald and Nevada State.

I’ve developed both academically and personally. While my college

decisions were very disappointing, I don’t think I could've prepared

better than I have here. Incoming seniors and juniors, try to do your

best and use the opportunities here to your advantage. You all have a

bright future, and you’re more than what anyone or anything says to

knock you down.” Safe to say, this pulled on the heartstrings a bit.

Keyarra McCoy was a new addition to the team as our social

media manager. This summer, she is heading to Bethune-Cookman

University in Daytona Beach, Florida, to study physical therapy. As a

first-year senior, she has a unique perspective having changed

schools last year in addition to dealing with the normal struggles

seniors face. She responded, “Being a first-year senior is stressful for

the first semester, but it wasn’t that hard. Study Skills helped me a

lot. I also learned that I do better when taking fewer classes at once,

so this semester has been a lot more stressful with six classes. I

would have rather come in my junior year. Transferring into a new

environment was kind of weird. I’m used to walking in a class and

meeting friends instantly, but it’s like everyone is in their own world.

Other than that, it’s been a pretty smooth ride through this. I’m just

ready to graduate.” The isolated social aspect of NSHS is indeed a

struggle many NSHS students face.

Esther Brownstein was a writer and will be majoring in

education and minoring in math at UNLV this fall. After getting their

B.A., they plan to become a math teacher and have plans to continue

their education journey with an M.Ed. in reading and literacy to

become a reading specialist.

Thalia Hart, another writer, is still in between colleges, but

she plans on majoring in neuroscience with a concentration in

behavioral studies and cognition. Hart has a wonderful way with

words. When I asked her if she had any regrets, she stated,

“Regret...That word hits close to home. The word regret has stolen so

many great minds and filled them with self-doubt, insecurity, and

imposter syndrome.

Don’t get me wrong, there are definitely things I could have

done better, but so what. We are all experiencing life in real-time. I

was dealing with the growing pains of life and a global pandemic. I

came out alive, and I’m proud of myself. The person I was before

NSHS wasn’t ready. She was younger, but she didn't understand the

basics. Mistakes shouldn’t have a negative connotation. Mistakes are

lessons and strengthen your resilience. It’s not the end of the world if

one happens. Sometimes, the people you thought would be in your

life forever turn into people who only communicate with you through

likes on Instagram posts. Or the relationships that matter aren’t

exactly born through convenience. You make time in your schedule

for your loved ones, and they will do it too if they care. Without

NSHS, I don't think I would have learned these lessons as soon as I

did.

I want to help people realize that life is chaos, and it’s

beautiful. I used to watch Boy Meets World a lot. Mr. Feeny said that

the secret of life was that ‘people change people.’ I would like to

believe that’s true. As I go on with my future endeavors, I want my

studies to reinforce that narrative.”

Class of 2022, I know we will all accomplish wonderful

things. Whether you got into the school of your dreams or you still

don’t know what you plan on doing with your life, I am confident you

will find your way. Good luck, and I wish you all nothing but success

and happiness in your future!

loved being able to ensure

the audience is reached and

the text is understandable. I

cannot wait to continue on as

an Editor with slightly more

power.

Applications are Now

Open!

Have you been waiting

for a chance to be a part of

Nevada State High School’s

student-led newsletter?

Now is your chance!

Apply to be a member of the

Nevada State Herald for the

2022/2023 school year! The

following positions are

available:

1. Layout Editor

2. Writer/Reporter

3. Editor

4. Graphics Editor

5. Social Media Manager

6. Basecamp Manager

Active Herald Members

receive social points for each

newsletter contribution!

Learn more about the open

positions and apply HERE.

https://forms.gle/PCsun5zE4wRXd4JX8


Writer: Taylor Ward

Editor: Lukas Hu

In my two years at NSHS, I changed campuses, gained

friends, lost some, made irreplaceable memories, and grew

tremendously as a person. And I owe a lot of that to this

publication. As cheesy as it sounds, and it unequivocally is,

the Herald is more than just a publication; it's like a family,

and although I’ve never met some of my fellow constituents

in real life, under the circumstances we joined, it is still an

experience I would gladly do all over again. I originally

joined this publication because a friend of mine told me

about it and wanted us to join together, and when she didn’t

get in and I did I was going to turn down the offer, but she

pushed me to do it. If you’re reading this as a fellow senior, a

potential student going through NSHS’s website, or

someone in need of advice, do what makes you

uncomfortable because it will engender something you

didn't think was possible.

Writer: Kayla Roberts

Editor: Lukas Hu

What does one say when faced with change? What does it

feel like when doors close and new ones open? Change is

thrilling. It’s exciting, but it's also sad. It took me some time

to sit down and write my “final words.” How could I possibly

express what I’m feeling in mere words?

I joined the Herald last year because I wanted to be a part

of something special. I

like to think that I, along

with the rest of our “OG”

members, helped build

the foundation that this

club rests on. When I

joined the Herald, it was

in its very first year, and

we didn't have a lot of

systems or processes in

place. As a group, we

were able to learn what it

meant to be a

well-functioning team.

We grew together.

Ultimately I was right,

the Herald is something

so incredibly special.

When I was offered

the position for Editor in

Chief, I was so excited, but I was also nervous. Being a leader

is a daunting task, but I am so glad I did it! I didn’t know

how fun it would be to choose a team and welcome people

into our club. I didn’t know how fun it would be to lead

meetings and create agendas. Most importantly, I didn't

realize how fun it is to be a part of something with people

you care about. I love every single person in our club, and I

am crushed that I have to say goodbye. The friendships I

made in this club are unforgettable. So I guess my final

words are: Farewell to the Herald, the newsletter I helped

build, and farewell to each of the members that put in an

astonishing amount of effort to make our monthly issues. I

appreciate all the hard work that was put into the second

volume of the Nevada State Herald, and I am beyond excited

to see what Dianna and Jade do with volume three as I will

be cheering from the sidelines. Here’s to new beginnings!

Editor-in-Chief: Kayla Roberts Layout Editors: Jade Leanne Supnet and Matthias Lundberg




